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Simulated Game Shooting
Hendry Ramsay & Waters are pleased to offer simulated game shooting at Birkhill Castle. In conjunction
with the estate, we have developed a portfolio of drives that will provide a wide choice of targets to
produce constant and varied entertainment for the team throughout the day.
Whether you want to practise for the real thing, swing the gun in the off season or just get together with
friends and family these days will provide a thoroughly enjoyable occasion for all.
Fun is unashamedly placed front and centre of the day, not least in the presentation of the targets. The
line is deliberately pegged tightly in order to maximise the number and variety of clays that are shootable
for each gun. Whilst the niceties of a driven day are observed in many respects one key area sees the
etiquette relaxed. Your neighbour’s birds will be in range and each gun is encouraged to make full use of
the opportunities available. Leg pulling is “de rigueur”.
The day follows a typical driven day’s format. Starting with coffee and bacon rolls and the drawing of pegs.
We shoot two or three drives, pause for 11’es in the field, shoot a further two or three drives and return to
the bothy for either lunch or a BBQ, depending on the time of year. We shoot throughout the year.
A standard day is comprised of 3,000 clays for eight guns shown over five or six drives and guns should
expect to use 500 cartridges, possibly more. Generally, guns are in pairs and each member of a pair will
load for the other member for half of each drive, allowing the shooting partner to maximise their
concentration on the job in hand.
The drives are located within the game shoot itself so clients will find themselves in realistic surroundings.
There are ten drives meaning that returning clients can be confident of continued variety. There are also 5
dedicated grouse drives and we are able to offer a full day of grouse if desired.
Not every team wants to shoot 500 shells in a day, and we can offer smaller days of 1,500 or 2000 clays,
still with five drives. We can also vary the rate at which targets are presented if a team would like drives
that are a little less “fast and furious”. If your team has specific requirements, please contact us to
discuss. We are delighted to host dedicated ladies days or parent and child days. These events are also
ideal for corporate team building. Teams of 6 can also be accommodated.

For those teams who do not want to give up a full day we offer evening shoots during the summer months.
2,000 targets over three drives with a BBQ to conclude.
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Non shooting guests are very welcome to join us for the day. There is a £30 cost for hospitality payable on
the day directly to the estate.

